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Abstract

Active participation of customers in the management
of demand, and renewable energy supply, is a critical
goal of the Smart Grid vision. However, this is a com-
plex problem with numerous scenarios that are difficult
to test in field projects. Rich and scalable simulations
are required to develop effective strategies and poli-
cies that elicit desirable behavior from customers. We
present a versatile agent-based factored model that en-
ables rich simulation scenarios across distinct customer
types and varying agent granularity. We formally char-
acterize the decisions to be made by Smart Grid cus-
tomers as a multiscale decision-making problem and
show how our factored model representation handles
several temporal and contextual decisions by introduc-
ing a novel utility optimizing agent. We further con-
tribute innovative algorithms for (i) statistical learning-
based hierarchical Bayesian timeseries simulation, and
(ii) adaptive capacity control using decision-theoretic
approximation of multiattribute utility functions over
multiple agents. Prominent among the approaches be-
ing studied to achieve active customer participation is
one based on offering customers financial incentives
through variable-price tariffs; we also contribute an ef-
fective solution to the problem of customer herding un-
der such tariffs. We support our contributions with ex-
perimental results from simulations based on real-world
data on an open Smart Grid simulation platform.

Introduction
Demand side management (DSM) has been an important fo-
cus area for Smart Grid research over the past decade (Str-
bac 2008). Smart Grid customers are steadily acquiring dis-
tributed renewable generation capabilities; the promises and
challenges of this evolution have increased the urgency of
progress in DSM-related research (Amin and Wollenberg
2005) (Gomes 2009). However, achieving active participa-
tion from customers in the management of their electric-
ity demand and supply is a complex problem with numer-
ous scenarios that are difficult to test in field projects, e.g.,
(Borenstein 2002). Rich and scalable simulations are re-
quired to develop effective strategies and policies that elicit
desirable behavior from customers.
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The emergent behavior observed in simulations is key to
understanding the scenarios that need to be considered in
developing Smart Grid technology. The granularity at which
simulations are conducted and the realism with which the
components of the simulations are represented directly in-
fluence the types of lessons that can be learned. For exam-
ple, simulations of the nation-wide grid may be necessary
to stress test long-haul transmission line capacities whereas
simulation of a single smart home may yield lessons on ap-
pliance load coordination. Customers can be modeled sim-
ply as consumers, producers and storage facilities or more
explicitly as suburban homes, office complexes, solar farms,
electric vehicles and so on. Along another dimension, resi-
dential customers can be represented at the granularity of a
single household with each appliance modeled separately, at
the aggregate behavior of the entire household, or over col-
lections of many households. The effort required to model
this diversity of options is a critical challenge.

We present a versatile agent-based factored model that
enables rich simulation scenarios across distinct customer
types and varying agent granularity by leveraging a generic
customer representation that can be suitably parameterized.
We formulate the decisions to be made by each Smart Grid
customer as a multiscale decision-making problem along
temporal and contextual dimensions. We introduce a utility
optimizing agent as a component that manages the multi-
scale decisions and briefly describe how it can be embod-
ied differently for various real world deployment scenarios.
We further contribute a mechanism that learns how to sim-
ulate demand or supply capacity profiles based on prior ob-
served timeseries samples using hierarchical Bayesian time-
series models. We also contribute an algorithm for adaptive
capacity control using decision-theoretic approximation of
multiattribute utility functions over multiple agents.

Prominent among the approaches being studied to achieve
active customer participation in DSM is one based on offer-
ing customers financial incentives through variable-price tar-
iffs. Some studies have shown that customer price-response
under such tariffs leads to detrimental peak-shifting behav-
ior. Our adaptive capacity control algorithm contributes an
effective stochastic solution to this customer herding prob-
lem. We support our contributions with experimental results
from simulations based on real-world data on Power TAC, a
large open-source Smart Grid simulation platform.



Related Work
The need to model power grid dynamics using software-
based simulation has long been recognized in power sys-
tems research, e.g., (Allen et al. 2001). (Sun and Tesfatsion
2007) extend such simulations to include economic con-
siderations. (Karnouskos and de Holanda 2009) illustrate
simulation focused on retail customers instead of whole-
sale markets. The Power TAC simulation platform (Ketter
et al. 2011) (Chrysopoulos and Symeonidis 2009) furthers
this trend by including competitive benchmarking; we use
this platform to evaluate our models although they are con-
ceptually transferable to other equivalent environments.

(Gottwalt et al. 2011) present a customer model that sim-
ulates load profiles for households equipped with smart ap-
pliances under variable-price tariffs; their methodology ex-
tends that of (Armstrong et al. 2009) to also consider real-
time pricing (RTP). They find that a considerable amount
of load is available for shifting. We build upon this work in
our learning-based Bayesian timeseries simulation method-
ology. (Guo et al. 2008) provide similar fine-grained models
for household capacity adaptation using models of occupant
comfort. (Kolter and Ferreira 2011) provide a coarse-grained
model based on real utility data to predict energy usage of
buildings using geographical survey features.

(Paatero and Lund 2006) artificially generate domestic
consumption timeseries and use a simple DSM simulation
to estimate the effects on peak load from shifting; they do
not consider time-based pricing. (Barbose, Goldman, and
Neenan 2005) and (Hammerstrom 2008) describe large field
projects that study the impact of time-based pricing amongst
various customers. They both find that RTP has some impact
on peak-shaving but no significant impact on peak-shifting.
The latter study finds that time-of-use (TOU) pricing does
produce significant peak-shifting behavior.

(Vytelingum et al. 2011) and (Voice et al. 2011) describe
the problem of load-shifting peaks under RTP amongst
micro-storage agents such as plugin electric vehicles. In this
problem, many agents independently converge their loads
on short time intervals with lower expected prices thus lead-
ing to undesirable load peaks. (Gottwalt et al. 2011) observe
the same phenomenon in their simulations and call it the
avalanche effect. (Ramchurn et al. 2011) illustrate this prob-
lem with Figure 1 and refer to it as herding, terminology
which we adopt here, and also propose an adaptive algorithm
that imposes inertia on proportions of customers to mitigate
the impact of this effect. (Voice et al. 2011) propose a mech-
anism based on penalties for deviation from past behavior to
achieve a similar result. We propose an alternate solution to
this problem based on decision-theoretic agent behavior.

The benefit of formulating agent decisions as multiscale
decision-making problems is addressed in (Barber 2007).
(Wernz and Deshmukh 2010) formalize the concept in the
domain of organizational behavior using an analytical game-
theoretic approach. The complexity of our simulation-based
model makes it unsuitable for a simple analytic solution
and we instead rely on an algorithmic approach. Our util-
ity optimizing agent is related to distributed control with
constrained reasoning, e.g., (Modi et al. 2005), and also
team coaching in adversarial settings, e.g., (Riley 2005). Our

12.2) could be run for up to 75 agents with up to three
deferrable loads each (on a 64-bit machine with 12GB of
RAM). Beyond this size, the solver cannot model the prob-
lem in memory. This would be fine for scenarios where a cen-
tral controller has complete control over the few deferrable
loads in a building for example, it will clearly not scale to
hundreds of houses (where users might not want the cen-
tral controller to override their preferences to use electric-
ity) or for deferrable loads (and certainly not to all 26M UK
homes).

Hence, in the next section, we discuss some of main is-
sues in DSM and introduce a novel approach to tackling
this problem in a completely decentralised fashion.

5. DECENTRALISED DEMAND-SIDEMAN-
AGEMENT

Most DSM approaches involve a central controller that ad-
vises a pool of consumers to reduce their current demand
(during peak demands), often by reducing or deferring loads
subject to economic incentives. This approach has repeat-
edly been shown to be e!ective for relatively small pool
sizes of industrial and commercial consumers [6]. Indeed,
it constitutes the business model of a number of energy
service companies (ESCOs) that exclusively deal with De-
mand Side Management (e.g., EnergyConnect Inc. and En-
erNOC). While it remains feasible to signal a small number
of consumers and expect an immediate response, DSM at
a regional or national level (with 26M of households in the
UK) is more complex. Given this, in the next subsections,
we discuss the main issues associated with applying DSM on
a large scale (dealing with thousands and millions of homes).
First, we justify the need for a price signal to incentivise the
agents to defer their demand. Second, we show that, even
if an accurate price signal is provided according to the cri-
teria we propose, the adaptive and autonomous behaviour
of the agents in the system is the key component that can
enable significant performance benefits in the Smart Grid.
Thus, we propose a novel model of decentralised demand
side management (DDSM).

5.1 The Pricing Mechanism
The pricing mechanism that we propose involves signalling
the costs of generating electricity to the consumers. Tradi-
tionally, consumers are o!ered a fixed price for electricity by
their supplier. Exceptions to this include time-of-use (TOU)
pricing (e.g., Economy 7 heating or eco:2020 in the UK)
and real-time pricing (RTP) schemes. While fixed pricing
mechanisms completely hide the real-time costs of electricity
(which varies according to the type of generators used and
availability of intermittent renewable energy), TOU pricing
simply biases the real price of electricity in order to incen-
tivise users (who typically aim to maximise their savings)
to shift their loads to o!-peak periods (i.e., when aggregate
demand is lower). In contrast, RTP involves providing a
price signal for the next 30 minutes time slot at the current
time. While RTP is still being evaluated in a number of
trials, it has been shown to be better than TOU pricing in
allowing users to dynamically adjust their demand to avoid
peaks when electricity is more expensive [6, 7].

To understand the e!ect of the di!erent pricing schemes
on demand, consider Figure 1 where we show how 500 smart
homes12 (as described earlier) would react to the three dif-

12We implemented each smart home according to the settings
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Figure 1: Demand optimisation given the Domestic
Economy 7 tari! and the 30-min-tari! pricing mod-
els.

ferent types of pricing mechanisms (where real time prices
are provided for 30-minute time slots). As expected, a fixed
price induces a relatively high demand with large plateaus
in the morning and evening (when users are at home and
typically use their loads) since users are indi!erent about
the real-time costs of generating electricity. More impor-
tantly, we can observe that when all the consumers are on
a two-tari! mechanism, they optimise their demand at the
same time (to take opportunity of o!-peak prices), and thus
the ensuing demand on the grid now peaks during o!-peak
times. Similarly, it can be seen that the RTP mechanism
also shifts demand to di!erent times of the day and induces
other peaks at these times.

These results show that a more accurate signal (i.e., repre-
senting real costs) allows consumers to better optimise their
demand by reacting more often to a more accurate 30-min-
tari! pricing model. However, it is also clear that the de-
mand cannot be flattened by applying only a RTP mecha-
nism, while completely ignoring the behaviour of the agents.
This is because if the agents are signalled a low price for the
next 30-minute period, they will all switch on their devices,
which then results in a peak in demand at the next time
period. When such a mechanism is rolled out on a large
scale, such reactive behaviours can cause significant peaks.
To remedy this, in the next sub-section, we propose a novel
adaptive behaviour for the agents, which builds upon the
RTP mechanism, to allow agents, without any centralised
control, to coordinate in our DDSM model.

5.2 The Adaptive Mechanism
Our adaptive mechanism for DDSM is composed of algo-
rithms that determine how to defer the two di!erent types
of deferrable loads present in the home (i.e., shiftable static
loads and thermal loads) and how to optimise heating. First,
we adopt the Widrow-Ho! learning mechanism [13] to grad-
ually adapt how agents defer their deferrable loads based on
predicted market prices for the next day13 (as opposed to the
next 30 minutes as in [6, 7]). Specifically, an agent i gradu-

given in the evaluation section.
13We use a weighted moving average to predict day-ahead
market prices, but more sophisticated approaches incorpo-
rating domain-specific knowledge could easily be used.

Figure 1: TOU and RTP tariffs both result in undesirable
shifted peaks. (Ramchurn et al. 2011)

stochastic approximation algorithm is based on classic mul-
tiattribute utility theory (Wellman 1985) and decision theory
(Horvitz, Breese, and Henrion 1988).

Our work on hierarchical Bayesian timeseries simulation
is based on Seasonal ARIMA models (Cryer and Chan 2008)
combined with multilevel Bayesian models (Gelman and
Hill 2007). Some examples of autoregressive Bayesian pre-
diction with latent variables are described in (West and Har-
rison 1997). Hierarchical Bayesian models (HBMs) and Dy-
namic Bayesian Networks (DBNs) have been studied exten-
sively, e.g., (Murphy 2002). We apply Gibbs-sampling based
inference techniques (Geman and Geman 1984) as is typical
with complex DBNs (Koller and Friedman 2009).

Our use of the term factored is analogous, although not
strictly similar, to factored state representations for rein-
forcement learning, factor graphs in probabilistic graphical
models, and factored (i.e., multiplicative) ARIMA models.
We intend the term to convey that the model’s behavior is
characterized by a composition of its determining factors.

Multiscale Decision-Making
We model Smart Grid customers in markets with retail com-
petition where they have a choice of tariffs offered by sev-
eral energy aggregators (Braun and Strauss 2008) or brokers
(Reddy and Veloso 2011). We observe that Smart Grid cus-
tomers are faced with a multiscale decision-making problem
along at least the following two dimensions:

1. Temporal: Customers must simultaneously optimize their
current capacity levels given their tariff prices and also
their tariff choices given their expected capacity levels.
While capacity optimization occurs at high frequency, tar-
iff selection occurs at a lower frequency.

2. Contextual: For example, a single household must con-
sider the optimal behavior of each appliance individually
but also of all appliances together and similarly of the
household unit versus its neighboring households. While
this contextual dimension is loosely related to the spatial
dimension, it can also be applied more broadly using al-
ternate definitions of neighborhood.



Therefore, at any timeslot, t, an appliance or customer
must perform the following optimization:

argmax
yt

US(pt, yt, UN (yt)) (1)

where yt is the capacity level, US is a self-utility function,
pt is the applicable tariff price structure, and UN is the
neighborhood-utility function. Then at certain less frequent
timeslots, t′, that occur every τ timeslots, the following op-
timization is needed:

argmax
z∈Zt′

VS(P zt′ , Yt′ , VN (Yt′)) (2)

where Zt′ is the set of applicable tariffs available at t′, Yτ is
the expected capacity profile over the horizon τ , P zτ is the
vector of expected prices under a tariff z over τ at t′, and the
utility functions, VS and VN , are evaluated over τ .

Factored Customer Representation
Let a Smart Grid customer, C, be defined as:

C = 〈{Bi}Ni=1, {Si}Ni=1, U〉, Bi = {Oij}Mi
j=1

Bi is a capacity bundle which contains one or more capacity
originators, Oij . Si is a tariff subscriber and U is a utility
optimizer. Figure 2 illustrates this composition; the 1-to-1
correspondence between Bi and Si is shown with solid lines
while the dotted arrows indicate recommendations from U .

Factored)Customer)

Capacity)Bundle)

Capacity)Bundle)

)

U5lity)Op5mizer)

Capacity)Originator)

Capacity)Originator)

Capacity)Originator)

)

Tariff)Subscriber)

)

Tariff)Subscriber)

Figure 2: An example factored customer modeled with three
capacity originators in two capacity bundles.

Capacity Originator The behavior of each capacity orig-
inator, O, is determined by a base capacity generator and
several influence factors. The base capacity generator is ei-
ther an arbitrary probability distribution or a timeseries gen-
erator. The capacity originator generates an original capac-
ity level, yot , for each discrete timeslot, t, by drawing from
the base generator distribution or by obtaining the next pre-
diction from the timeseries generator.1 The next section de-
scribes the prediction method of the timeseries generator.

The original capacity level, yot , is then adjusted according
to the following influence factors:

1We use the term capacity to describe both demand and supply.

• Calendar: The subfactors, time-of-day, day-of-week, and
month-of-year are given relative weights.

• Pricing: Th value of this factor is computed based on ab-
solute tariff prices or a price elasticity function applied to
deviation of current prices from a benchmark price.

• Weather: Factor values based on segmented real values or
elasticity functions applied to benchmark deviations are
computed for the following subfactors: temperature, wind
speed, wind direction, and cloud cover.
The adjusted capacity level, yat , obtained as the product

of yot and each factor value is then used to forecast capacity
profiles, which are used for adaptive capacity control as de-
scribed later. A capacity originator can be viewed variably
as an appliance, or recursively as one or more customers.
It can also be an autonomous control agent or a decision-
support interface to humans who manually control capacity.
Important additional influence factors that enable adaptive
capacity control are also described in a later section.

Capacity Bundle A capacity bundle is an aggregation of
capacity originators with the constraint that all originators in
the bundle must be of the same capacity type, which can be
categorized coarsely as {consumption, production, storage}
or more finely with types such as household consumption,
wind production, and electric vehicle storage. Typically, one
bundle is assigned to a single tariff, however when the bun-
dle represents a collection of grid-connected entities as in a
farming cooperative, the bundle can allocate segments of its
population to different tariffs.

Tariff Subscriber A tariff subscriber is an autonomous or
human agent that manages the assignment of a capacity bun-
dle to one or more of the available tariff choices. The agent
is modeled using a multinomial logit choice model where
the utility of each tariff choice is assumed to be given. Two
additional factors determine the tariff selection process:
• Inertia: This is modeled as a probability distribution, a

draw from which decides whether the subscriber main-
tains its corresponding capacity bundle in its current tariff
subscriptions or whether it considers reassignment.

• Rationality: This factor, λ ∈ [0, 1], determines the de-
gree to which the utility values, USτ (z), associated with
the tariff choices influence tariff selection:

Pr(z) =
eλU

S
τ (z)∑

Z e
λUSτ (z)

(3)

The probability values thus derived can be used for ran-
dom selection of a single tariff or for proportional alloca-
tion to multiple tariffs.

Utility Optimizer In their survey of customer behavior
under real-time pricing tariffs offered by over 20 utilities in
the United States, (Barbose, Goldman, and Neenan 2005)
observe limited responsiveness to price changes. They note
that this may be due to inadequate customer-side automa-
tion that can manage price volatility risk and capitalize on
opportunities arising from real-time price changes. We pro-
pose our utility optimizer component as an optionally de-
ployed intelligent autonomous agent to serve this goal. We



extend its scope to automate the frequent tariff subscription
decisions that have become more important for customers in
recent years with increasing competition in retail markets.
We describe its algorithms in detail in a later section.

We conclude this section with some examples of how our
factored model can be instantiated to represent varying cus-
tomer types and agent granularities.

1. Fine-grained Household Model: Individual appliances are
represented as separate capacity originators with each
originator drawing its base capacity from an appropriate
probability distribution.

2. Coarse-grained Household Model: All consumption ap-
pliances are represented in aggregate as one capacity orig-
inator that draws from a timeseries generator, and rooftop
solar panels form another originator in a separate bundle.

3. Farming Cooperative Model: All consumption for all
farms is modeled as one originator in its own bundle, and
the windmills on each farm are modeled as separate orig-
inators but collected in one wind production bundle.

In each of the above examples the tariff subscriber and
utility optimizer may be autonomous agents integrated into
the capacity control automation or be separate services that
help inform humans and execute their commands.

Bayesian Timeseries Simulation
We now focus on the timeseries generator component of
a capacity originator. Our goal here is to learn information
from one timeseries to approximately replicate it using only
the generic factors we consider in our model. As a con-
crete example, consider the top panel of Figure 3 which
shows 12 days of hourly consumption for 10 households
from the MeRegio pilot project (Hirsch et al. 2010) as sim-
ulated by the fine-grained customer model of (Gottwalt et
al. 2011). Such data can often be collected from the real
world for various customer types with manageable effort.
However, incorporating the distinct customer types into a
simulation model typically requires considerable analytical
and programming effort. We instead use statistical machine-
learning techniques to automatically learn the model param-
eters for a reusable hierarchical Bayesian timeseries model
so that noise-added replications of the timeseries can be pro-
duced for online simulation using only our factored model.
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Figure 3: The top panel shows an observed timeseries; the
bottom panel shows the decaying ARIMA prediction.

A standard approach to this problem is to predict from
a Seasonal ARIMA model.2 However, such models exhibit
fast exponential decay towards a grand mean when the pre-
dicted values are themselves used sequentially for further
prediction. We provide a solution to this long-range predic-
tion problem by fitting a hierarchical Bayesian model with
autoregresssive covariates and other influence factors. We
use Gibbs sampling to fit models like the example in Equa-
tions 4-9, which includes ARMA(1,1)×(1,1)24 factors (Eq.
6 and 7) and daily and hourly factors (Yd and Yh).

Y1,t ∼ N(Y0 + Yd,t + ARt + MAt, σ2) (4)

Y2,t ∼ N(Y0 + Yh,t + ARt + MAt, σ2) (5)
ARt ← φ1Yt−1 + Φ1Yt−24 (6)
MAt ← θ1εt−1 + Θ1εt−24 + θ1Θ1εt−25 (7)

Yd ∼ N(0, η2
1); d = 1..7 (8)

Yh ∼ N(0, η2
2); h = 1..24 (9)

We eliminate the labeling confusion between hourly and
daily fixed-effects by fitting the same data to two output vari-
ables, Y1 and Y2 (Eq. 4 and 5). This overestimates the hourly
and daily coefficients but we compensate for that by taking
a combination later in the model. We include separate vari-
ance components, η2

1 , η2
2 and σ2, for the daily and hourly

intercepts and for the output variables (Eq. 4, 5, 8 and 9).
We can include informed priors, e.g., from an ARIMA fit,
on the AR and MA coefficients, φ1, Φ1, θ1 and Θ1.

We then use the learned coefficients of the calendar fac-
tors to generate a complementary series, which we add to
the prediction Y ft from the hierarchical model to augment
the signal (Eq. 11). The complementary series is computed
as a convex combination of the daily and weekly factors,
scaled by a factor ν that is a logarithmic function of the pre-
diction horizon. It is added to Y ft in proportions determined
by a joint optimization of the parameters λ and γ using least
squares loss or KL-divergence. All the model parameters
thus estimated can then be combined with Gaussian noise
to generate many replicating timeseries, Zbft (Eq. 13).

Y ft ← Y0 + Yd,t + Yh,t + ARt + MAt (10)

Y bft ← Y ft + λν((1− γ)Yd,t + γYh,t) (11)

λ∗, γ∗ ← argmin
λ,γ

∑
t

(Y bft − Yt)2 (12)

Zbft ∼ N(Zft + λ∗ν((1− γ∗)Yd,t + γ∗Yh,t), σ2) (13)

We note that while the above example only uses two in-
fluence factors, daily and hourly effects, we can include any
additional influence factors for which we have labeled data
with the training timeseries, Yt. One significant advantage of
using the Bayesian framework for simulation in this manner
is that we can now obtain generated timeseries that delib-
erately behave differently than the training series by adding
a priori or a posteriori bias to the influence factors.

2We observe that the series is stationary with stable volatility,
so we do not include any integrative or GARCH components.



Stochastic Utility Optimization
In an earlier section, we defined the multiscale decision-
making problem faced by Smart Grid customers as two util-
ity maximization problems with different temporal and con-
textual components. We now present how we define those
utility functions and describe the approximate algorithm to
maximize them, which also addresses the herding problem.

We define a capacity profile, ρH as a vector of capacity
values up to some horizon, H . We define the distance be-
tween two profiles as the sum of squared point deviations:

D(ρH , ρ̃H) =
∑
t=1:H

(ρt − ρ̃t)2

We define an admissible permutation of a given profile ρH
as any profile ρ̃H that satisfies two constraints: (i) ρ̃H must
have the same aggregate capacity as ρH , and (ii) min(ρ̃H) ≥
min(ρH). We provide two methods for generating admissi-
ble permutations for capacity shifting:

• Temporal Shifts: A lag-δ permutation, ρH,δ , is obtained
by rotating the capacity elements of ρH by δ timesteps.
RρHT is then the size H set of all temporal shifts for ρH .

• Balancing Shifts: Let ρj be the permutation obtained
from ρi by setting ρj = ρi, computing x = 0.5 range(ρi),
subtracting x from max (ρH ) and adding x to min(ρH ).
ρk can then be similarly obtained from ρj and so on.RρHB
is then the set of balancing shifts obtained by recursively
computing ρj and adding it to RρHB until range(ρj) < ε
or until the size of RρHB reaches a threshold. Intuitively,
this procedure generates permutations that are flatter than
the previous profile at each iteration.

Temporal shifts of a capacity profile are more appropriate
when the duty cycle of a capacity originator has a fixed pat-
tern. For always-on appliances of variable capacity and for
collections of appliances or customers, it is often possible to
shift individual peaks as we do with the balancing shifts.

We extend the representation of a capacity originator to
define an adaptive capacity originator, which can receive a
profile recommendation from the utility optimizer and adapt
its capacity accordingly. A recommendation is a set of per-
mutations to the currently forecast profile, ρ̂H , of the capac-
ity originator. A permutation is only included in a recom-
mendation if its associated expected payment (debit if con-
sumption, credit if production) is better than that of the fore-
cast profile. The self-utility of a permutation is defined as:

US(ρ̃H) = ∆fp(ρ̃H) + wDD(ρ̃H , ρ̂H) + wN UN (ρ̃H)

∆fp is a function that computes the change in expected pay-
ment relative to the forecast profile and UN is a neighbor-
hood utility function described below. The weighted dis-
tance from ρ̂H to ρ̃H represents the shifting disutility to the
capacity originator. Thus, the utility of each permutation is
a weighted combination of the change in payment, the shift-
ing disutility and the neighborhood utility. We then compute
probability values for each permutation by scaling the util-
ity values to [−3,+3] and taking their exponents; this yields
smoothly decaying probability values for the permutations
included in the recommendation, which are then used in a

multinomial logit choice model to randomly choose the pro-
file to be executed. This procedure forms an approximate
solution to the optimization problem in Eq. 1.

In implementation, we refine this method to separate the
roles of the capacity originator and the utility optimizer. The
capacity bundle containing the originator is assumed to be
the relevant neighborhood. The utility optimizer first com-
putes local utilities, i.e., US with wN = 0, for each permu-
tation and then performs Monte Carlo sampling over the pro-
file recommendations being submitted to each capacity orig-
inator in the bundle to obtain an expected aggregate profile
for the whole bundle. It then iterates over the permutations
in each capacity originator, holding the expected profiles for
all other capacity originators constant, to compute the aggre-
gate payment benefit for the bundle given that permutation,
ρ̃H , and assigns it as the bundle value, UN (ρ̃H). When sam-
pling, the utility optimizer computes the expected profile of
each capacity originator using three responsiveness factors,
each of which takes on a value between 0 and 1:

• Reactivity: The probability that the capacity originator
will at least consider the recommended permutations.

• Receptivity: The probability that the capacity originator
will adopt one of the permutations with the highest utility
value in the recommendation.

• Rationality: This factor is applied to the multinomial
logit choice model by the originator to get new probability
values for the given utility values of each permutation.

These responsiveness factors are intended to capture the pos-
sibility that the capacity originator may in fact be modeling
a human decision-maker. Periodically, the expected profiles
for each capacity originator are also used to compute the
tariff utility values, VS(z) as in Eq. 2, to be used in the prob-
abilistic choice model of Eq. 3 by the tariff subscribers.

The adaptive capacity control approach described in this
section avoids the herding problem typically seen with shift-
ing under variable-price tariffs. This is at least partly due to
the probabilistic multinomial logit choice model we employ,
which ensures that shifted capacities are assigned equitably
to equivalent future timeslots as opposed to the typical ap-
proach where capacity is shifted simply to the next timeslot
with low expected prices. Furthermore, our weighted util-
ity function that explicitly accounts for bundle value further
ensures that many capacity originators do not converge on
the same timeslot. The adapted capacity profiles generated
by our approach are not only cost-efficient for customers but
also less volatile than the raw profiles, thus making it easier
for energy brokers and physical service providers to antici-
pate them, which in turn leads to greater social welfare.

Experimental Results
We present results from experiments with our timeseries
simulation method and also our adaptive capacity control
mechanism. The bottom panel of Figure 4 shows the pre-
diction of our augmented hierarchical Bayesian model over
12 days. We see that it is a much better approximation of the
original series shown in the top panel of Figure 3 compared
to the ARIMA prediction shown in the top panel here.
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Figure 4: The ARIMA prediction in the top panel exhibits
fast decay while our prediction in the bottom panel does not.

Figure 5 shows a tolerance vs. accuracy plot for variations
of our methodology. We see that, for example, at 20% toler-
ance for prediction error, the base ARIMA model achieves
40% accuracy. Our method achieves 75% testing accuracy,
i.e., initializing our prediction sequence with a timeseries
sample distinct from the one we used for learning. We also
show training accuracies for variations of our methodology
using ARIMA priors on the hierarchical model vs. vague
priors and also with and without the augmentation step.
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Figure 5: Various incremental steps of our simulation
methodology steadily improve prediction accuracy.

We implemented our factored model representation in the
Power TAC environment. In one representative experiment,
we modeled 10000 customers as profiled in the MeRegio
study. We instantiated 100 capacity originators each repre-
senting 100 customers as modeled by a replicating time-
series generator trained on the output of the fine-grained
simulation model of (Gottwalt et al. 2011). We then offered
TOU tariffs with higher prices in the afternoon and evening
as is typical in many real-world TOU tariffs. We observed
that when the adaptive capacity control was enabled, our
customers typically obtained 5-12% lower usage charges.
Perhaps more importantly, the resulting shifted capacities
have significantly lower volatility as shown in Figure 6. The
dashed line shows the original capacities, the long-dashed
line shows shifting with only temporal shifts enabled, and
the solid line shows the results with only balancing shifts.

Figure 7 depicts these results as a boxplot and also shows
the effect of combining temporal and balancing shifts.
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Figure 6: The adaptive capacity control implemented by our
utility optimizing agent achieves significant flattening and
does not exhibit herding behavior under typical TOU tariffs.
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Figure 7: Capacity ranges of an original series (O) and our
TOU price-adapted series with temporal shifts (T), balanc-
ing shifts (B) and both shifts combined (C).

Conclusion
In this paper, we have contributed (i) a formulation of the de-
cisions to be made by Smart Grid customers as a multiscale
decision-making problem, (ii) a versatile factored customer
representation, (iii) a learning-based hierarchical Bayesian
timeseries simulation method, and (iv) a stochastic adaptive
control algorithm which achieves usage charge benefits and
capacity smoothing and also does not exhibit any herding
behavior under typical variable-price tariffs. We have also
supported our contributions with experimental results from
the implementation of our model in Power TAC. We plan to
further evaluate the behavior of our model with additional
real-world data and in the official Power TAC competitions.
In future work, we intend to study extensions to the problem
where the utility optimizer and the capacity originators are
engaged in semi-cooperative relationships.
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